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11 July
Oil fell for a third in New York as concern that the European debt crisis 
will spread stoked speculation that fuel demand may falter.

Treasuries rose, pushing yields toward this year’s low, as stocks fell 
around the world on concern Europe’s debt crisis is spreading to its 
biggest markets.

The euro declined to a four-month low against the yen as soaring yields 
on Italian government bonds stoked concern the region’s sovereign 
debt crisis is spreading to its largest economies.

Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide Inc., owner of the St. Regis 
and W brands, may consider listing in Shanghai if foreign companies 
gain approval as it expects China to overtake the U.S. as the world’s 
biggest hotel market.

12 July
Australian consumer confidence fell by the most since Lehman 
Brothers Holdings Inc. collapsed in 2008 as concern intensified about 
the European debt crisis.

The yen retreated from its strongest level since the last time policy 
makers jointly intervened in foreign-exchange markets amid 
speculation Japan will sell its currency to support exporters.

Asian stocks rose for the first time in three days ahead of China 
economic growth and industrial production reports and as investors 
weigh efforts to contain Europe’s debt crisis.

Federal Reserve policy makers disagreed on whether additional 
monetary stimulus will be needed even if the outlook for economic 
growth remains weak, minutes of their meeting last month showed.

 

13 July
India’s stock-index futures declined, signaling a drop in benchmark 
indexes, after three bomb blasts hit Mumbai last night, killing 21 people 
in the biggest attack on the nation’s financial capital since November 
2008.

Japanese stocks fell for the third time this week after Moody’s Investors 
Service threatened to cut the U.S.’s credit rating, driving down the 
dollar against the yen and hurting the outlook for Asian exporters.
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The dollar was set for its steepest two-day loss against the euro in five 
weeks and Treasuries fell after Moody’s Investors Service said the U.S. 
may lose its Aaa debt rating. Gold rallied to a record and most Asian 
stocks fell.

Oil traded near a four-day high in New York after signs of rising 
crude demand in the U.S. countered speculation the world’s biggest 
consumer of the commodity may face a credit rating downgrade.

14 July
Treasuries fell, eroding a weekly advance, after Standard & Poor’s said 
it may cut its AAA rating for the U.S. if officials fail to raise the debt 
ceiling, leading to a default.

Japanese stocks rose, trimming declines for the week, as appliance 
retailers gained on a report the government may revive subsidies to 
get consumers to buy energy-saving products amid power shortages.

The dollar weakened against most of its major counterparts after 
Standard & Poor’s became the second ratings company this week to 
say it may downgrade the U.S.’s top credit grade.

India’s stock-index futures swung between gains and losses as U.S. 
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke said he wouldn’t take 
immediate action to stimulate the economy and after the country’s 
largest software maker reported higher-than-estimated earnings.

15 July
China’s stocks swung between gains and losses. Drugmakers 
extended a rally on speculation higher government investment will 
boost earnings and investors sought consumer companies whose 
earnings may withstand an economic slowdown. Developers slumped 
on concern the government will intensify property curbs to slow price 
gains.

Asian stocks fell for a third day after U.S. President Barack Obama said 
the government is “running out of time” in negotiating an agreement 
to cut the fiscal deficit, hurting the outlook for Asian exporters.

A drop in Australian consumer demand that sparked the biggest 
weekly slump in retail stocks in more than two years is spilling into the 
nation’s credit markets.

The euro fell the most in a week versus the dollar and slid to a record 
against the Swiss franc on concern European leaders will fail to agree 
on measures to contain the region’s debt crisis at a summit this week.


